2nd Grade News
Nov. 26 - 30, 2018

Rusk Elementary School - Week 2.6
Vocabulary Words

Spelling List 11
(Test on Friday)

hiss
when
while
whisper
craft
yell
slick
sort
March
stuck
the
thorn
squid
scarf
shark
skin
blond
which
kept
white
1. The thunder woke
me up.
2. The grill was made
with red bricks.

Violet’s Music

Group 5 Sight words
question

(Test on Friday)

friend

nursey: a baby’s or a young child’s

ocean

bedroom

gone

hours: units of time equal to 60
minutes

young
enough

smooth: something that is calm
gentle, and even

alone: to be by yourself
shake: to quickly move something
back and forth, or up and down
whenever: any time or every time
that something happens

museum: a building in which people

can see important objects related to
art,
science, or history

real: something that exists and is
true

again
answer
against
Math Skills

Place value to the 1,000
Comparing numbers– Number
order
2 and 3 digit addition
Three 2 digit column
addition
Four 2 digit column
Addition
Doubles plus 1
10 more/ 10 less
100 more / 100 less

Dec 3/4– Place value test

Dec-11/12 Quick Check 2.2

Reading Skills
* Author’s Purpose
Fact and Opinion
Dec 11/12 Quick Check 2.2


Upcoming dates:
Nov. 26- Book raffle begins
Dec. 12—letters to Santa will
appear in the Cherokeean
paper

Reading Skills Vocabulary

(will be tested on the Quick Checks)

Fact- a statement that is true no matter who
says it.
Persuade- to try and change another person’s
mind, feelings, beliefs, or actions .
Non-fiction- a piece of writing with true facts.
Opinion- what someone believes, feels, or
thinks but others may not agree -- there is a
value statement.
Inform- to give information or directions.
Entertain- to tell a story to express feelings.
(happy, sad, scared)
Fiction- a story that did not happen in real life.
Author’s Purpose- the reason the author is
writing the story or article.

